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We compute the Schur group of the cyclotomic fields Q(c,,,) and real quadratic 
fields Q(&/*) where d is a product of an even number of primes congruent to 
three modulo four. Some results are also given about the Schur group of certain 
subfields of cyclotomic fields. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
A cyclotomic algebra over a field F is a crossed product of the form 
d = (F(4, G> 8) = 1 F(G) u, > (1) 
OEG 
where E, is a primitive nth root of unity, G is the Galois group G(F(a,)/F), 
/!I is a factor set whose values are roots of unity, and the multiplication is 
for x in F(E,). 
w, = B(u, 4 urn, , 24,x = u(x) 24, 
The equivalence classes of central simple F-algebras in the Brauer 
group g(F) which contain a cyclotomic algebra over F form a subgroup 
S(F) called the Schur group of F. These algebra classes are of interest 
because they arise in the problem of determining the simple components 
of group algebras. We shall not consider this connection here. Instead 
we deal with S(F) purely in terms of the theory of algebras. 
In order to put our results in perspective, we mention a few known 
results. By Benard [3] or Fields [5] we have S(Q) = all classes of central 
simple Q-algebras with exponent <2. When F = Q(+) with q a prime 
then S(F) can be explicitly described either by giving conditions on the 
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Hasse invariants or by giving generators (Benard-Schacher [4]). For 
a prime p, let S(F), denote the subgroup of S(F) consisting of all elements 
of p-power order. Then for q odd, 
The group S(F), is obtained as F @ S(Q), the image of S(Q) under the 
map which extends the center to F. The group S(F), is generated by 
classes [d(p)] where p runs through primes congruent to 1 mod q and 
d(p) is the cyclic algebra 
A(P) = (F($, 0, + 
with (cr) = Gal(F(E,)/F) and u,“’ = cqo . 
In case q = 2 then S(F) = S(F), is generated by the [A(p)] defined as 
above. 
Our first result shows this information is all that is necessary to compute 
S(Q(cm)) for any integer m. Recall first that any cyclotomic field Q(c~) 
can be described by using an integer m which is either odd or divisible 
by 4; i.e., Q(E,,J = Q(E.& for m odd. 
THEOREM 1. Let m be a positive integer which is either odd or divisible 
by 4. Let m = qam, with q a prime not dividing m,, . Then 
S(Q(~,Jq = QG,> 0 NQt~,J), . 
As a corollary of this result we can obtain some information about 
S(K) when K is a subfield of a cyclotomic field. This information is good 
enough to allow a proof of the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let d = plpz *** pzt with each pi = 3 mod 4. Then 
S(Q(dl/“)) = Q(d1/3 @ S(Q). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
LEMMA 1. rf A = (F(GJ, G, PI is a cyclotomic algebra with exponent 
a power of the prime q, then p may be replaced by an equivalent factor set 
all of whose values are q-power roots of unity. 
Proof. Let A have exponent qe and suppose the values of j3 generate 
a cyclic group of order qCk with (q, k) = 1. There exist integers a, b such 
that a@ + bk = 1. Then in g(F) we have 
[A] = [Alag [A]** = [Albk. 
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However the class [dlbk contains the crossed product d’ = (F(+), G, /Y’“) 
in which the values of the factor set are q-power roots of unity. Now 
since A and A’ belong to the same class and have the same dimension, 
they are isomorphic. 
Now we begin the proof of Theorem 1. Let P denote Q(c,,J and d the 
crossed product (1) with exponent qe for some prime q. We denote by 
W, the group of q-power roots of unity in I;; the values of /3 are in W, . 
The bulk of the proof depends upon a reduction to the case where 
(n, m) = 1. We show this condition can be forced without changing the 
class of d in S(F). 
Let r be a prime such that 
m = Y%ll ) n = rbn, , (r, mp1) = 1. 
We assume (I # 0. Our plan is to express [A] as [A’] where A’ is a crossed 
product over F(E,> in place of F(E,). If b < a then E;(E,,) = F(E,J so the 
job is done. We may assume then 1 < a < b. In the case r = 2 we also 
have 2 < a. 
The Galois group decomposes as 
G = (T) x G, = Gal(F(c,b)/E;) x Gal(F(ed/f;), 
where T has order rb+ and fixes roots of unity of order prime to r. The 
element 24, in d satisfies 
(u,)+ = 5, E w, . 
Suppose I # q. Then there is an element 0 E W, such that I!?~-~ = 5, . 
Now use the fact that T fixes each element in W, to conclude Bu, = u,6 
and so 
(e-lu,)+” = 1. 
If we replace u+j by (&%,)i a new factor set will arise all of whose values 
are still in W, . Hence we may assume at the start that 5, = 1. 
NOW suppose r = q. Then 5, centralizes U, so 5, is in the fixed field 
of (T) as well as in F(Q). Thus 5, E F. Now by Lemma 2 or Lemma 3 
of Ford [6], the norm from ,F(&) to F maps the cyclic group (E+,) onto 
(Q>. Thus there is a 9 in (E+) = W, such that 
(&1~,)1b-n = 5, n Ti(&-l) = 1. 
t 
So once again we may assume 5, = 1 and still have all values of the 
factor set in W, . Let 
(1 = c F(+)(u,)i. 
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Then A is a central simple subalgebra of d and n can be expressed as 
the cyclic algebra 
A = (F(E@), 7, 1). 
In particular rl is split; [A] = 1 in g(F). The general theory says 
d =A*rgn@r, (2) 
where P is the centralizer in d of /1. We shall compute r explicitly. 
Clearly F(E,~) _C r. Assume now r # q. We show U, E r for u E Gz . 
There is an element 5, E W, such that 
u,u,u,1 = &JJ, . (3) 
Raise both sides to the power rb-a using the fact that T fixes 5, to get 
1 E.z (y. 
Since P # q this forces 5, = 1. Clearly u,, fixes F(Q) so u,, E r. 
So far we know F contains C F(@ u, as u runs through Gz . By 
using (2) to count dimension over F we have 
where pz means /3 restricted to G, . In this case we have 
VI = Pwl = m 
and I’ has the form we want. 
Now suppose r = q. In this case U, need not be in r but we shall 
arrange c,u, in r for a suitable c,, in W, . 
Before proceeding we make a further normalization. The group 
Gal(F(c,a)/F) has a generator mapping cqb to its (1 + qa)-power. We shall 
assume 
T(Q) = (Eqb)W (4) 
Now raise both sides of Eq. (3) to the power qbea to get 
where N denotes the norm from F(Q) to F. The only elements with norm 1 
in W, are those which are qa powers of some element in W, (Lemma 2 
and 3 of Ford [6]). Thus there is some c, E W, such that 
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Now let V, = c,u, . Then 
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v,ll,v,l = C,T(C,l) (& = u, 
using here (4) and (5). It now follows as before 
r = c F(%J vo = (F(%lJ, G, 9 a 
where & has all its values in W, . Once more [O] = [r]. 
This procedure may be repeated to give the following result. 
Reduction Step. Let F = Q(E*) with m either odd or divisible by 4. 
A cyclotomic algebra d = (F(E~), G, fl) of exponent q”, q a prime, is 
similar in g(F) to one which also satisfies the conditions 
(i) all values of /I are q power roots of unity; 
(ii) (n, m) = 1. 
The proof of Theorem 1 can be given quickly now. For a class [O] in 
S(F), we assume d has the form given in the reduction step. Suppose 
first m = qaml with a # 0 and (q, ml) = 1. The restriction of G to 
Q(G 7 E,) is an isomorphism onto Gal(Q(+ , E,J/Q(P&). We treat this 
as an identification. Then the crossed product 
A’ = (QG,o , E,J, G, 8) 
is well-defined with center Q(+) CF. The values of j? are in Q(Q). It is 
also clear that d s F @ A’, so we have 
(6) 
Suppose now (q, m) = 1. By the main result in [4] or [7] we know F 
contains a primitive 96th root of unity. Thus qe = 2 and m is odd. Now 
the restriction of G to Q(E,,) is an isomorphism onto Gal(Q(c,)/Q). The 
above argument is valid (with Q(+) = Q) so the inclusion (6) holds for 
all q. 
The reverse inclusion is immediate. One need only apply Theorem 8, 
p. 73 of Albert [l]. This completes the proof of Theorem 1, 
3. SUBFIELDS OF CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS 
Now we consider a field K contained in some cyclotomic field Q(fn). 
Also let m be the order of the group of roots of unity in K. 
For a field L containing K we write S(L/K), for the subgroup of S(K), 
consisting of algebra classes split by L. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let m = qaml and n = qBnl with q a prime not dividing 
mlnl . Suppose a Z b. Then 
Proof. For a class [A] in S(K), we have a corresponding class 
[Q(e,J 0 A] in ~(Q(E,& . By Theorem 1 there is a class [r] is S(Q(q)), 
such that 
[Qt4 0 4 = CQt4 0 rl. (7) 
(The tensor products are taken over the center of the algebra in the right 
factor of each product.) Our assumptions ensure Q(q) _C K so K @ r is 
central simple over K. It now follows from (7) that 
and so [A] is in the subgroup mentioned in the statement of the proposi- 
tion and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. With the same notation as in the proposition, suppose q 
does not divide (Q(E,J : K). Then 
S(K), = K 0 StQ(Q), . 
Proof. The exponent of an algebra split by Q(e,J divides (Q(e,J : K). 
When this dimension is not divisible by q we have S(Q(E,J/K), = 1 and 
the result follows. 
COROLLARY 2. Let K be an Abelian extension of Q which contains 
no roots of unity except Jo 1. Suppose K !Z Q(E,,) with n odd. Then 
SW) = W 0 S(Q)) S(Q(GJ/~. 
Proof. By the root of unity theorem in [4] or [7] we have S(K) = S(K), 
so the proposition gives the result. 
4. SOME REWL QUADRATIC FIELDS 
Letd=pl *-* pst with each pI a prime of the form 4k + 3. 
THEOREM 2. S(Q(d’fl)) = Q(dl/“) @ S(Q). 
Proof. The smallest cyclotomic field containing Q(dlla) is Q(E~). By 
the Corollary of Section 3, we can prove Theorem 2 by showing any 
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element of S(Q(#P)) which is split by Q(E~) already is an element of 
Q(tPP) @S(Q). To do this we use the arithmetic of the fields involved 
and the theory of Hasse invariants. 
The elements [A] of Q(d1/3 @ S(Q) are characterized by the following 
conditions: 
(i) If p is a prime of Q(&/“) ramified over Q or having relative 
degree f = 2 over Q, then inv, d = 0; 
(ii) If (p) = pp’ with (p) a rational prime, possibly infinite, and 
p # p’, then 
inv, d = inv,, d = 0 or l/2. 
By Benard [2], condition (ii) holds for all [O] in S(Q(CP/~)). 
Let [A] be a class in S(Q(EJ/Q(&“)). For a prime p of Q(&“) we have 
either inv, d = 0 or else the local degree epfp of p in Q(E~) is even; that is 
epfp inv, d = 0 mod 1. 
Suppose p is a finite prime unramified over Q. Then p is unramified 
in Q(EJ so eP = 1. Also f, is the order of the Frobenius automorphism 
vp = [Q(%YQW2), PI 
of p acting in Q(e,J. Since p has relative degree 2 over p = p n Q, q+, is 
the square of 
vxa = [Q(~/Q,PI, 
(see Weiss [9], p. 180, statement (iii)). 
Now the Galois group of Q(eJ over Q is the direct product of cyclic 
groups of order pi - 1. Since each pi - 1 is twice an odd number, the 
Galois group has no elements of order 4. Thus qp = 9,” has odd order 
andf, is odd. Thus inv, d = 0. 
Now suppose p is ramified over Q. Then p n Q = (pi) for some I’. By 
Yamada’s theorem [8], the p-local index divides (pi - 1)/2 which is odd. 
Since the global index is at most 2 and is divisible by the local index, 
d is split at p. This proves S(Q(EJ/Q(#~“)) is contained in K @ S(Q) and 
the proof is complete. 
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